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Swing & big band guitar
Includes some rudiments of music, how to tune the
guitar, guide to the parts of the instrument, chord
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diagrams in alphabetical order, and movable bar
chord diagrams. Book is designed to fit inside the
guitar case.

Jazz Swing Guitar
A wonderful collection of 20 popular, beautiful and funto-play songs for beginning to intermediate guitar
students. The melody, an easy strumming pattern,
chord diagrams and complete lyrics are provided with
each song, so students can choose to either play the
melody or strum to accompany themselves as they
sing. Large-sized music, TAB and diagrams make the
songs easy to read, even for beginners. The 48-page
book also contains a review of music reading,
tablature and chord diagrams. This handy songbook is
the perfect tool for guitar teachers seeking fun
musical activities to keep their students happy and
involved with music making.

Charlie Christian
"The Herb Ellis Jazz Guitar Method is designed to take
the mystery out of playing jazz guitar. Each book in
the series--Rhythm Shapes, All the Shapes You Are
and Swing Blues--is based on one of three pivotal
chord progressions in the jazz guitarist's repertoire.
Herb teaches single-note improvisation through a
system of simple guitaristic "shapes" that are derived
from chord fingerings you alread know."--cover.

The Herb Ellis Jazz Guitar Method
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With this book/CD package you'll learn melodies and
practice soloing on 12 of the most popular and
important chord progressions in the swing and jazz
repertoire - cycle of fifths; major and minor
progressions with II-V-I, I-VI-II-V-I, I-III-VI-II-V chord
changes; major, minor, and 6/8 blues; and much
more- all based on favorite swing and jazz hits. Play
along with a hot string rhythm section: featuring
guitar, mandolin and bass with lead melodies played
on tenor sax. Each melody appears in standard
notation for C instruments, guitar tablature, and
mandolin tablature. the recording features all of the
tunes at slow and regular speeds. Melodies to the
tunes are recorded at about one-half speed with only
guitar accompaniment before each track with the full
band. Instruments are isolated for maximum
flexibility. By adjusting the balance control on your
stereo you can hear 1) the full band; 2) guitar and
bass only (you play the lead melody from the book);
or 3) mandolin, melody, and bass only (you play
rhythm).

Jazz Guitar for the Absolute Beginner
(Guitar Recorded Versions). Western Swing was born
in the '30s and is still going strong! This book includes
25 swingin' classics, including the solos of the best
guitarists from yesterday and today, such as Chet
Atkins, Ray Benson, Vince Gill, Roy Lanham, Marty
Stuart and more. Songs: Choo Choo Ch' Boogie *
Corrine Corrina * Faded Love * Hesitation Blues *
Honky Tonkin' * My Bucket's Got a Hole in It * New
San Antonio Rose * Stay a Little Longer * Steel Guitar
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Rag * Yearning * and more. Includes a special
introduction to Western Swing guitar styles.

Song Sheets to Software
The ultimate starter book for players looking to learn
the classic guitar style that's once again so popular.
Learn swing progressions and forms, as well as how to
construct a swing guitar solo, and so much more. This
is the only book ever needed to get swingin' right
away!

Intermediate Jazz Guitar
The music lover who has never even held a guitar will
begin playing easy chords and songs immediately,
focusing on the most important basics of the style,
from strumming to playing melody. The CD
demonstrates the examples in the book and provides
play-along opportunities. 48 pages.

Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Banjo
Jerry Snyder's TAB Guitar Method is an easy approach
to lead and rhythm guitar. It provides the guitarist
with a thorough introduction to tablature, chords,
standard music notation and music fundamentals.
Over 30 original and popular tunes in a wide range of
contemporary styles (pop, rock, blues, jazz, Latin and
country) are included to help teach lead and rhythm
guitar concepts.

Backup Trax/S&J for
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Gtr,Violin,Mndln,Bnjo,Flt & C Insts
(Hot Licks). This is an opportunity to learn with one of
jazz guitar's most gifted artists, the late Emily Remler.
All of the essentials of true jazz bebop and swing are
taught here, including Wes Montgomery and Pat
Martino styles, working with the metronome on 2 and
4, learning to identify changes, jazz-style blues,
turnarounds, practice tips, passing notes and chords,
chord substitutions, and more. All the guitar tab from
the original video booklets has been re-transcribed
and edited using modern-day technology to provide
you with the most accurate transcriptions ever
created for this series. Plus, we've included tab for
examples that were previously not transcribed,
providing you with the most comprehensive Hot Licks
guitar lessons yet! Each book comes with a unique
code used to access the cloud-based video footage
from any type of device.

Django Reinhardt - The Definitive
Collection (Songbook)
For many, the story of jazz guitar begins with Charlie
Christian. In 1939, at 23 years old, Charlie joined the
Bennie Goodman Sextet, already one of the most
famous jazz bands in the world. Over the next two
years of his all-too-brief life Charlie redefined the role
of jazz guitar, expanding it from its role in the rhythm
section to that of lead instrument on par with the
great horn players. Simultaneously, his late-night jam
sessions alongside Thelonious Monk, Dizzy Gillespie,
Charlie Parker, and Kenny Clarke at Harlem's
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renowned Minton's jazz club led to a revolutionary
new jazz called Bebop. To best understand Charlie
Christian's approach to improvising, for each song this
book provides multiple examples of his soloing.
Comparing and contrasting these different
solos---taken from alternate takes, various recording
sessions, and live radio broadcasts---will give you a
better sense of not only Charlie's core concepts, but
also how he developed a variety of ideas out of them.
Each song is presented with performance notes that
include information about the recordings (date, place,
personnel, etc.), a lead sheet for the composition, and
transcriptions of the live and studio performances
placed in chronological order---in both standard
notation and tablature. In addition, there is a full
analysis of his improvisation style to give you ideas
on what to look out for. We've also included a bio, a
discussion of his gear, and tributes from over 30 jazz
greats. Featuring multiple solos from: * As Long as I
Live * Benny's Bugle * Boy Meets Goy (Grand Slam) *
Flying Home * Gone with "What" Wind * Good Enough
to Keep (Air Mail Special) * Honeysuckle Rose * I've
Found a New Baby * Rose Room * The Sheik of Araby

Emily Remler - Bebop and Swing Guitar:
From the Classic Hot Licks Video Series
Sweet and Lowdown, Woody Allen's film from 1999,
starred Sean Penn as the legendary, but fictitious jazz
guitarist of the '30s, Emmett Ray. Emmett considered
himself to be the second greatest jazz guitarist in the
world next to Django Reinhardt. the versatile Howard
Alden played all of the solo acoustic guitar parts for
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the movie, as well as coaching Mr. Penn to play guitar
for his role (for which he received an Oscar
nomination, best actor). This book contains note-fornote transcriptions in both standard notation and tab
of Howard's Django-esque interpretations and
improvisations of classic standards of the 1930s, as
well as original solo guitar pieces written by Woody's
longtime musical director, jazz pianist Dick Hyman.
Sweet and Lowdown contributed greatly to the recent
renewal of interest in and revival of swing and gypsy
jazz guitar. Howard's guitar work is a warm and
personal example of the timeless musical vocabulary
of swing guitar.

Rhythm Guitar the Ranger Doug Way
This second edition of Song Sheets to Software
includes completely revised and updated listings of
music software, instructional media, and musicrelated Internet Web sites of use to all musicians,
whether hobbyist or professional. This book is a
particularly valuable resource for the private studio
and classroom music teacher.

New Born Scarlett
(Guitar). Laying down that solid groove for the rest of
the band is a joy! In this book, 26 tunes are
transcribed in varying levels of difficulty: a basic
rhythm approach for the newcomers, then more
adventurous and different approaches. Songs are
included from styles spanning western swing, fiddle
tunes, ballads, jazz standards and a polka. Playing
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tips are included for each song, plus you'll learn
rhythm history, guitar theory, the right hand, a basic
chord chart, and more.

The Huge Book of Really Easy Melodies
for Guitar in TAB
You don't need to have a doctorate in jazz to sound
like you do. This series by brilliant performer and
educator Jody Fisher teaches you the concepts,
techniques and theory specific to jazz and how to
apply them to both lead and rhythm guitar playing.
Book: 96 pages. Video running time: 1 hr 10 min.

Sweet and Lowdown
(Guitar Method). A complete collection of all three
Acoustic Guitar Method books in one volume! Learn
how to play guitar with the only beginning method
based on traditional American music that teaches you
authentic techniques and songs. Beginning with a few
basic chords and strums, you'll start right in learning
real music drawn from blues, folk, country and
bluegrass traditions. You'll learn how to find notes on
the fingerboard, expand your collection of chords by
learning songs in various keys, and learn different
kinds of picking patterns. When you're done with this
method series, you'll know dozens of the tunes that
form the backbone of American music, using a variety
of flatpicking and fingerpicking techniques. Songs
include: Bury Me Beneath the Willow * Delia * Frankie
and Johnny * The Girl I Left Behind Me * House of the
Rising Sun * Ida Red * In the Pines * Little Sadie * Man
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of Constant Sorrow * Sally Goodin * Scarborough Fair
* Will the Circle Be Unbroken? * and many more.
Accompanying audio examples are all available for
download!

Hot Club Session
Soloing is essential to jazz. For many musicians, it is
the ultimate form of self-expression. But for many
people, it can be intimidating. Jazz musicians must
spontaneously create solos over "tricky" chord
progressions, while, at the same time, communicating
from the heart. This process can seem mysterious,
but Easy Soloing for Jazz Guitar shows you that it's
not. This book is for musicians who already know the
basics of guitar, but are looking for a low-stress
introduction to the art of jazz improvisation. This easyto-use book includes standard music notation and TAB
and gives you the basic tools to make great, authenticsounding jazz solos. Whether you are a beginning
student of jazz or a more advanced player new to
improvised music, you'll find what you need in this
book. A CD demonstrating the examples in this book
is included.

Gypsy Swing & Hot Club Rhythm
Complete
Finally, a great method which will show you how to
play the acoustic jazz guitar in the style of players like
Django Reinhardt, Oscar Alleman and Eddie Lang their style is characterized by a powerful rhythm
guitar and a vital swinging single-note solo line. Due
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to the fact that it can be very hard to master the
original transcriptions, this book simplifies this style
without losing the essence of the original sound.
Written in standard notation and TAB, the material
can be played by students and players that master
the easy to intermediate level on plectrum style jazz
guitar. All titles are included on CD, as well as some
play along tracks which offer a great possibility to
improvise on typical gypsy chord changes and
rhythms.

TAB Guitar Method
(Hot Licks). This is an opportunity to learn with one of
jazz guitar's most gifted artists, the late Emily Remler.
All of the essentials of true jazz bebop and swing are
taught here, including Wes Montgomery and Pat
Martino styles, working with the metronome on 2 and
4, learning to identify changes, jazz-style blues,
turnarounds, practice tips, passing notes and chords,
chord substitutions, and more. All the guitar tab from
the original video booklets has been re-transcribed
and edited using modern-day technology to provide
you with the most accurate transcriptions ever
created for this series. Plus, we've included tab for
examples that were previously not transcribed,
providing you with the most comprehensive Hot Licks
guitar lessons yet! Each book comes with a unique
code used to access the cloud-based video footage
from any type of device.

Jazz Band Rhythm Guitar
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(Guitar Recorded Versions). 15 songs from one of the
most influential jazz guitarists of all time. Includes
note-for-note transcriptions with tab for these top
tunes: Air Mail Special * Flying Home * Gone with
"What" Wind * Grand Slam * Honeysuckle Rose * Rose
Room * Seven Come Eleven * Shivers * Six Appeal *
Solo Flight * Stardust * Stompin' at the Savoy * Swing
to Bop * Till Tom Special * Wholly Cats.

Western Swing Guitar
This book is great for guitarists who have learned the
basics of jazz harmony and improvisation. Topics
include the ii-V-I progression, creating solo lines,
altered chord formulas, and comping in different jazz
feels such as Latin, swing, ballad, and even funk.
Continuing in the format of Beginning Jazz Guitar,
every new concept is accompanied by etudes and
songs for practice, and every chapter is clearly
divided into lessons on harmony and improvisation.
Packed with literally hundreds of chord voicings and
improv ideas, this book is a must for any serious
student of jazz guitar. All music is shown in standard
notation and TAB, and the CD demonstrates the
examples in the book. 96 pages.

Easy Soloing Jazz Guitar
This eBook contains the transcription of the tapping
etude "New Born Scarlett (Mariposa)" written by the
well-known guitarist, writer and lecturer Sven
Kühbauch (publications at Voggenreiter Verlag and
Karl-May-Verlag) aka SVENSON. Watch the video of
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the song at my Google+Page

Emily Remler - Bebop and Swing Guitar
Instructional Book with Online Video
Lessons
Information needed to function within a jazz band. It
is important to understand that while jazz is played on
the same instruments as other types of music, it has
its own language. This book deals with specific jazz
idioms: swing, shuffle, bebop and Latin. A basic
working knowledge of the guitar through rock, blues,
or folk music, (including barre chords), will produce
gratifying results. Knowledge of the note locations on
all strings, (especially the E and A strings) and a
working understanding of the relationship of all the
notes on the various strings will make the information
in this book immediately accessible. the book also
provides information on how to interpret a jazz chart.
the clarity and insight of this method, makes it a must
have for any big band performer.

Western Swing Guitar Style
Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Mandolin is designed for your
total enjoyment. Each featured song is arranged in
the authentic early jazz-era style, simplified just
enough to keep it fun and easy, yet musically very
satisfying. Standard notation, TAB, chords, lyrics, and
a chord dictionary are included. Plus, guitar, ukulele,
and banjo books with matching arrangements are
available---just for fun! Titles: *Ain't Misbehavin' *Blue
Moon *Bye Bye Blackbird *Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue
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*I'll See You in My Dreams *I'm in the Mood for Love
*It Don't Mean a Thing (If It Ain't Got That Swing)
*Makin' Whoopee *More Than You Know *Singin' in
the Rain *Stars Fell on Alabama *When You're Smiling

Charlie Christian - The Definitive
Collection (Songbook)
(Guitar Recorded Versions). Authentic transcriptions
in notes and tab for 20 classic performances by this
vastly talented gypsy whose name is synonymous
with jazz guitar. Includes: Ain't Misbehavin' * Belleville
* Daphne * Dinah * Djangology * Honeysuckle Rose *
Limehouse Blues * Marie * Minor Swing * Nuages * Old
Folks at Home (Swanee River) * Stardust * Tiger Rag
(Hold That Tiger) * and more.

Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Ukulele
Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Guitar is designed for your
total enjoyment. Each featured song is arranged in
the authentic early jazz-era style, simplified just
enough to keep it fun and easy, yet musically very
satisfying. Standard notation, TAB, chords, lyrics, and
a chord dictionary are included. Plus, ukulele,
mandolin, and banjo books with matching
arrangements are available---just for fun! Titles: *Ain't
Misbehavin' *Blue Moon *Bye Bye Blackbird *Five Foot
Two, Eyes of Blue *I'll See You in My Dreams *I'm in
the Mood for Love *It Don't Mean a Thing (If It Ain't
Got That Swing) *Makin' Whoopee *More Than You
Know *Singin' in the Rain *Stars Fell on Alabama
*When You're Smiling
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JAZZ GUITAR Gypsy Swing
Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Banjo is designed for your
total enjoyment. Each featured song is arranged in
the authentic early jazz-era style, simplified just
enough to keep it fun and easy, yet musically very
satisfying. Standard notation, TAB, chords, lyrics, and
a chord dictionary are included. Plus, guitar, ukulele,
and mandolin books with matching arrangements are
available---just for fun! Titles: *Ain't Misbehavin' *Blue
Moon *Bye Bye Blackbird *Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue
*I'll See You in My Dreams *I'm in the Mood for Love
*It Don't Mean a Thing (If It Ain't Got That Swing)
*Makin' Whoopee *More Than You Know *Singin' in
the Rain *Stars Fell on Alabama *When You're Smiling

Herb Ellis Jazz Guitar
(Guitar). This book/CD pack for teaching jazz rhythm
guitar in swing & big band styles includes: sample
songs, patterns, progressions and exercises; essential
chord voicings, inversions and substitutions; info on
time and groove, reading charts, chord reduction and
expansion; a chord reference library; and over 50 fulldemo samples on the accompanying CD.

Jazz Guitar
The most modern, complete, and musical approach
for the serious guitar student. Covers music theory,
scales, modes, chord voicings, arpeggios, soloing, and
comping. Over 180 music examples and 16 complete
solos in the styles of many jazz greats are used to
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place all concepts into a practical musical context.

Classic Jazz Guitar Styles
(Berklee Guide). Master the rich and varied world of
mainstream jazz guitar. These 47 lessons and etudes
present a comprehensive course of study to facilitate
rapid progress with harmonic sensibility, fingerboard
scholarship, essential repertoire, and stylistic nuance.
These gorgeous, performance-quality etudes are
rooted in the timeless jazz swing tradition, for solo,
duet, and soloing over ensemble. The accompanying
recording demonstrates performances of the etudes.
Traditional notation and tablature are included.

The Acoustic Guitar Method
This eBook contains the transcription of the echoetude "Les Larmes du Ciel" written by the well-known
guitarist, writer and lecturer Sven Kühbauch
(publications at Voggenreiter Verlag and Karl-MayVerlag) aka SVENSON. Watch the video of the song at
my Google+Page

Guitar Roots
(Hot Licks). For the first time, the legendary Hot Licks
guitar instruction video series is being made available
in book format with online access to all the classic
video footage. All the guitar tab from the original
video booklets has been re-transcribed and edited
using modern-day technology to provide you with the
most accurate transcriptions ever created for this
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series. Plus, we've included tab for examples that
were previously not transcribed, providing you with
the most comprehensive Hot Licks guitar lessons yet.
Take a tour of some great 1940s and 1950s American
styles, as guitarist Duke Robillard (Roomful of Blues,
The Pleasure Kings, Fabulous Thunderbirds) shares his
amazing ability to meld blues, swing, and rock 'n' roll
to form his unique uptown sound in this classic Hot
Licks session. You'll learn: T-Bone Walker style;
Charlie Christian style; Les Paul style; Blues-based
swing; Chicago and Texas blues; double-stop moves;
and much more! "A guitarist's guitarist, prolific
producer, and master of all things blues, Duke
Robillard walks the tightrope between traditionalism
and experimentation. He's a master of many styles
who moves forward while maintaining a firm
grounding in the past." Blues Revue

Backup Trax
Learn 29 great swing standards in the style of Django
Reinhardt, Stephane Grappelli, and the Quintette of
the Hot Club of France. Download and jam along with
a great Gypsy Swing band, learn chords, comping,
melodies, then let the band back you up as you solo.
We'll jam all night long! - 110-page book plus playalong audio - Almost 200 minutes of play-along audio
plus bonus downloadable music and exercises. - Each
recorded song is presented at slow and regular speed.
First you'll hear the melody played at a slow speed
with just guitar backup, then it's repeated at regular
speed with the band. Finally the band plays several
choruses and you play all the leads. - Songs may be
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repeated, at slow or regular speed, as many times as
you wish in order to perfect phrases, melodies and
solos in a band context. - Printed music includes
standard notation, guitar tablature, chords, lyrics.
Read along as you play along. - Learn moveable
closed-position swing/jazz guitar chords and the swing
guitar rhythm comp. - Potential for improvement is
unlimited. Beginners can practice basic skills while
more advanced players can hone their improvisation
chops, each at their own individual learning pace. The back up band is a classic Hot Club-style rhythm
section with two acoustic rhythm guitars and string
bass. Leads are played on acoustic guitar.

Les Larmes du Ciel
In this book, Keith Wyatt leads you through all the
techniques you need to play swing rhythm guitar.
Keith covers blues progressions, swing chord voicings,
comping patterns, rhythm feels, bass lines, horn-style
riffs, and much more! The included CD contains full
demonstrations of all the music examples, complete
with a full swing band that you can play along with.
All music examples are written in standard notation
and tab. All you need is the Zoot suit!

Jump, Jive 'n' Swing Guitar
Every beginning guitarist needs a solid collection of
melodies to expand their knowledge of music and
make playing more fun. The Huge Book of Really Easy
Melodies for Guitar in TAB features over 140 of the
most recognizable melodies arranged for easy guitar.
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Arrangements are in simple keys and shown in both
standard music notation and TAB to make learning
quick and easy. Styles include folk, classical, holiday,
patriotic, sacred, spiritual, international, and
childrenäó»s songs, and every arrangement includes
chords so you can play along with friends or a
teacher. Whether you play these songs in your
lessons or learn them on your own, this collection is a
must-have for all beginning guitarists.

Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Mandolin
"With this book/CD package you'll learn melodies and
practice soloing on 12 of the most popular and
important chord progressions in the swing and jazz
repertoire - cycle of fifths; major and minor
progressions with II-V-I, I-VI-II-V-I, I-III-VI-II-V chord
changes; major, minor, and 6/8 blues; and much
more-- all based on favorite swing and jazz hits. Play
along with a hot string rhythm section: featuring
guitar, mandolin and bass with lead melodies played
on tenor sax. Each melody appears in standard
notation for C instruments, guitar tablature, and
mandolin tablature. The recording features all of the
tunes at slow and regular speeds. Melodies to the
tunes are recorded at about one-half speed with only
guitar accompaniment before each track with the full
band. Instruments are isolated for maximum
flexibility. By adjusting the balance control on your
stereo you can hear 1) the full band; 2) guitar and
bass only (you play the lead melody from the book);
or 3) mandolin, melody, and bass only (you play
rhythm)."
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Guitar Chord Dictionary
If you have ever heard the sound of rhythm guitar in a
good western swing band, you may have wondered
how the guitarist achieved that unique chordal sound.
While the song might be a simple one-playable with
only two or three chords-the western swing guitarist
changes chords every two beats, providing a driving
and harmonically interesting background for the
singers and instrumentalists. This book is designed for
intermediate players who have a basic understanding
of open chords. It begins with study of the Texas
fiddle back-up style and the chords used to enhance
this music. the chords and progressions explained in
this book can be used in many types of music in
addition to western swing and would serve as an
excellent transition from open-string folk chords to
more of a jazz approach.

Easy American Folk Songs
The Herb Ellis Jazz Guitar Method is designed to take
the mystery out of playing jazz guitar. Each book in
the method is based on one of the three pivotal chord
progressions in the jazz guitarist's repertoire. Herb
teaches single-note improvisation through a system of
simple "shapes" that are derived from chord
fingerings.

Duke Robillard - Uptown Blues, Jazz Rock
& Swing Guitar
Music Jazz Guitar Swing Notebook100 pages 8.5 x 11
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in - 12 standars Gypsy Chords (Les yeux noirs, minor
swing, lulu swing )35 Blank sheet Chord Tabs Note

Complete Jazz Guitar Method: Beginning
Jazz Guitar, Book & DVD
This is the guitarist's guide to music of the masters of
classic jazz. Examples are shown in standard music
notation and TAB. Licks are given in every important
substyle including early jazz, gypsy jazz, bebop, hard
bop, soul jazz, cool jazz and latin jazz. Technical and
theoretical information is given as well as detailed
information about important artists. The recording
includes examples as well as three play-along tunes
for you to jam with.

Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Guitar
Just for Fun: Swing Jazz Ukulele is designed for your
total enjoyment. Each featured song is arranged in
the authentic early jazz-era style, simplified just
enough to keep it fun and easy, yet musically very
satisfying. Standard notation, TAB, chords, lyrics, and
a chord dictionary are included. Plus, guitar,
mandolin, and banjo books with matching
arrangements are available---just for fun! Titles: *Ain't
Misbehavin' *Blue Moon *Bye Bye Blackbird *Five Foot
Two, Eyes of Blue *I'll See You in My Dreams *I'm in
the Mood for Love *It Don't Mean a Thing (If It Ain't
Got That Swing) *Makin' Whoopee *More Than You
Know *Singin' in the Rain *Stars Fell on Alabama
*When You're Smiling
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